Due to a last minute problem, Professor Boianovsky from University of Brasilia, will not teach a part of the course in Contemporary Issues in Economics. However, we are glad to announce that Professor Edward Palmer, Emeritus Professor of Social Insurance Economics at Uppsala University (Sweden), has accepted to take responsibility of that part of the course. For the content of the four lectures and the new version of the syllabus, click here. Let us remind you that you will have the opportunity to modify your study plan also in March 2017 and that, even if the course is not in your study plan, attending the four lectures held by Professor Palmer is compulsory for those willing to earn Seminars’ credits.

The course schedules for the second term are available at the following link: https://gomp.segreterie.unicas.it/PublicFunctions/GestioneAule/SchedaOrarioProgrammazione.aspx?ViewMode=Encartata&ID=97742527-44fe-4e37-b19d-ba705b66df30&AA=2016

THE DATE FOR THE CHRISTMAS LUNCH HAS BEEN SET. We will meet on Thursday, December 22nd, 12:00pm, at the lobby, ground floor of the Rectorate building. We look forward to enjoying taste and flavor of the food from your country!

An interesting opportunity for a summer program to undergo a research internship in Taiwanese research/academic institutions can be explored at the following link: https://www.most.gov.tw/france/en